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Abstract

A remarkable set of structurally similar conjectures would resolve
many open problems by asserting that diagonalization yields naturally
nonrelativizing facts about easily recognized hard families of inputs,
invoking an underlying noncomputable language. These conjectures
imply P 6= NP 6= coNP, link noncollapse of the polynomial and arith-
metic hierarchies, and can address average case hardness. Numerous
open problems reduce to a “skeleton key” conjecture that Turing ma-
chines have limited information about noncomputable languages.

One such conjecture states: “For any deterministic M accepting
the language “nondeterministic TM N on input x does not halt within
t steps”, there exists a nonhalting 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP, such that M ’s
running time 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 is exponential.” Informally, any TM is com-
pletely ignorant about one hard family of inputs (a “hard instance”)
for a noncomputable language and must apply brute force. The TM’s
ignorance might reflect constraints from noncomputability theory, for
instance, that M cannot employ nontrivial properties of languages, by
Rice’s Theorem.

A cookbook for generating conjectures to separate two complexity
classes C ( D calibrates the above conjecture by choosing a bounded
nonhalting problem complete for D and asserting there is a hard in-
stance for M with oracle C.
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1 Introduction

We present evidence that noncomputability manifests itself throughout com-
plexity theory, often in hidden ways.1 Consider one motivating example:
Monroe [16] examined this conjecture linking complexity theory and non-
computability: for any M accepting the coNP-complete language “nonde-
terministic TM N on input x does not halt within t steps” (coBHP), there
is a hard instance requiring superpolynomial time given by a family of in-
puts prefixed by a nonhalting 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP.2 This statement implies that
coBHP has an infinitely often (i.e.) superpolynomial speedup, as an enhanced
M ′ can accept immediately if the input is prefixed by 〈N ′, x′〉 and run M
otherwise. Kraj́ıček and Pudlák (K&P)[14] showed that if any (paddable)
coNP-complete language has this property, then they all do, and equiva-
lently there is no optimal propositional proof system for tautologies. Any of
these statements implies P 6= NP.3

The conjecture specifies that the hard instances must be in a noncom-
putable language coHP (with no guidance on how to find it). It suggests that
the answer to a question in complexity theory emerges by diagonalizing in an
underlying non-computably enumerable (c.e.) language coHP. The diagram
to the right, which we will use for later examples, illustrate the apparent
background role.

M deterministic coBHP // 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

coHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

superpolynomial

The statement (*) interestingly belongs to a large set of equivalent state-
ments which do not refer to such a non-c.e. language, suggesting that non-
computability also lurks behind each of these as they effectively share the
same proof. We spell this out in a number of statements equivalent to (*).
The paper also seeks to associate with major open problems in complexity

1Assisted by Daniel Monroe (UCSD). This paper is in honor of the service of Prof.
Clark Ross to Davidson College and of other outstanding faculty including Rich King
and Ben Klein. I appreciate earlier discussions with those acknowledged in Monroe[16],
especially Bill Gasarch and Marius Zimand, participants in the 2014 Dagstuhl seminar on
“Optimal algorithms and proofs”, and Mehmet Kayaalp (none of whom have seen this
paper). Remaining errors are my own.

2Because all hard instances in this paper are easily recognized, they hard for one TM
M and easy for another TM M ′.

3K&P show that it also implies EXP 6= coEXP.
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theory a structurally similar conjecture that implies a resolution of the prob-
lem through a linkage to noncomputability. We thereby explore Pudlák’s
([18], p. 581) thesis that “the essence of the big open problems in complexity
could be logical, rather than combinatorial”.4 The effort is successful, in that
plausible conjectures would imply separations of complexity classes.

Section 2 proves a weakened version of (*) demonstrating how TM’s can
have limited information about noncomputable languages, examines several
coNP-complete languages’ explicit or implicit links to a non-c.e. language,
and develops a cookbook for creating similar conjectures including for more
difficult open problems. Section 3 exhibits structurally similar conjectures
that would if true imply the resolution of other open problems in complexity.
Section 4 concludes.

2 coNP-Complete Languages

We recap notation and the result from Monroe [16]. Recall this fact from
computability theory:

Fact 2.1 Given any TM M accepting only “non-halting” 〈N, x〉 for which
TM N does not halt on input x, M fails to accept some particular non-halting
〈N ′, x′〉. In other words, the set of non-halting 〈N, x〉 (coHP) is not c.e., a
statement which remains true under any oracle.

By implication, there is a better TM M ′ that correctly accepts more inputs
than M by immediately accepting the input 〈N ′, x′〉 and otherwise running
M . The TM M ′ has speedup over M in a broad sense, in that the former
requires finite steps on 〈N ′, x′〉 and the latter requires infinite steps.

Notation: M will denote deterministic TMs throughout the paper,
and, henceforth, N and N ′ will denote nondeterministic TMs. Let BHP =
{〈N, x, 1t〉| there is at least one accepting path of nondeterministic TM N on
input x with t or fewer steps} and coBHP = {〈N, x, 1t〉|〈N, x, 1t〉 /∈ BHP}. If
M is a deterministic TM, let TM be the function that maps an input string
y to how many steps M(y) takes. Say that M accepts a language L if M
halts in an accepting state if and only if y ∈ L; M may not halt on y /∈ L.
Say that 〈N ′, x′〉 is non-halting if N ′ has no accepting path on input x′, in

4Pudlák ([18], p. 562) stated a Feasible Incompleteness Thesis with a similar spirit:
“The phenomenon of incompleteness manifests itself at the level of polynomial time com-
putations”, and states specific proof-theoretic conjectures on how this occurs.
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which case Fact 2.1 continues to hold for nondeterministic N . Note that BHP
is NP-complete with the accepting path of N on x as a certificate, and that
coBHP is coNP-complete.

The following condition is analogous to Fact 2.1 but with a resource
bound:

(*) For any M accepting coBHP, there exists some non-halting
〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP such that the function f(t) = TM(N ′, x′, 1t) is
not bounded by any polynomial.5

2.1 The Rationale for (*)

Supposing P 6= NP and therefore coBHP /∈ P, condition (*) rules out the
absurd possibility that some M nevertheless can accept the subset of inputs
beginning with any particular machine-input pair within a polynomial bound
(for that subset). In that case, coBHP would be fixed parameter tractable
with 〈N, x〉 as the parameter; see Chen and Flum[7]. For each 〈N ′, x′〉,
f(t) = TM(N ′, x′, 1t) would be polynomially bounded by tc(N

′,x′), where the
constant exponent c(N ′, x′) depends on 〈N ′, x′〉. There is no upper bound on
the set of all c(N ′, x′) by the assumption P 6= NP. Thus, there is no hardest
instance: for any 〈N, x〉 with runtime polynomially bounded by tc(N,x), there
is another 〈N ′, x′〉 requiring more than tc(N,x) steps. In other words, no
particular instance embodies the worst-case performance of M . To sum up,
if P 6= NP, then there no best M or no hardest 〈N, x〉; there is some form
of nonoptimality in either case.

Theorem 2.2 If P 6= NP, then either: (1) (*) holds and there is no best M
accepting coBHP; or (2) (*) does not hold, and there is no hardest instance
〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 for coBHP.

An intuition for why (*) might hold could be a belief that there is at least
one 〈N ′, x′〉 for which M must infinitely often use brute force to rule out all
possible accepting paths of N ′ on x′ with at most t steps.

To clarify why (*) may hold, consider a far weaker, easily proved version,
where an instance 〈N, x〉 ∈ coHP is a “hard” instance for M if it does not
have a constant bound on its running time:

5The function f may depend on M , N ′, and x′. The TM M accepts only inputs in
coBHP, and otherwise its behavior is not constrained.
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Theorem 2.3 (∗>c) For any M accepting coBHP, there exists some non-
halting 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP such that the function f(t) = TM(N ′, x′, 1t) is not
bounded by any constant.

M deterministic coBHP

��

// 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

coHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

not bounded by c

Proof: This is trivial as no M cannot accept all 〈N, x〉 ∈ coHP, because
it is a non-c.e. language. To spell this out, for any M , let H̄ = {〈N, x〉|M
accepts 〈N, x〉 with a constant bound cN,x that may depend on N and x}.
The set H̄ ⊂ coHP is c.e., so there exists 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP \ H̄ for which the
runtime of M is not bounded by a constant.

This proof showed that M can have only limited information on coHP—it
cannot identify all 〈N, x〉 ∈ coHP within a constant bound.6 A proof of (*)
might proceed by showing that if it were not true, then M would have too
much information coHP. For instance, one might argue that any M violating
(*) would be relying on a nontrivial properties of noncomputable languages,
contrary to Rice’s Theorem.

A fair question is why we have focused only on the hardness of some
nonhalting family of inputs 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉, where N ′ does not halt on x′. We
have not ruled out that for any M , there is some hard halting family of
inputs 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉, where N ′ halts on x′. The following theorem rules that
out. Consider an M deciding (not only accepting) coBHP, so we can examine
whether nonhalting families are harder than halting families.

Theorem 2.4 Any deterministic TM M deciding coBHP can be modified to
create TM M∗ that rejects within a constant time bound the families of inputs
〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 where N ′ halts on x′, where the constant bound depends on N ′, x′.

Proof: Let MH be a deterministic TM specialized to handle 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉,
where N ′ halts on x′, within a constant time bound. It simulates N ′ on x′

for t steps in the following inefficient manner. MH reads the N ′, x′ part of
the input, then reads the first “1” and simulates N ′ on x′ for one step. It

6The diagram below includes a downward arrow because we are able to identify the
c.e. set, unlike with (*).
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then reads the next “1”, and simulates N ′ on x′ for two steps, and so on.
Each simulation by brute force may take exponential time, but we do not
care. If ever N ′ halts on x′ in t steps, then MH halts in a rejecting state.
Otherwise, it runs on forever. Suppose it takes MH on 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 (where N ′

halts on x′) a number of steps tH to reject (tH may be much larger than t′

due to the inefficient simulation). Then tH is a constant bound on MH ’s run
time on 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉, where tH depends on N ′, x′. Now, for any M deciding
coBHP, dovetail it with MH to run in parallel splitting time evenly between
M and MH , to create an improved M∗ as follows. If MH rejects, then M∗

rejects. Otherwise, M∗ responds as M would. Therefore, the runtime of M∗

on 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 for N ′, x′ halting is bounded above by a constant. A tricky
detail of the dovetailing is that MH may read its input much more slowly
than M . Therefore, whenever M reads a character from the input, it copies
it to a special worktape to serve as input for MH .

An extreme version of (*) might assert that any M is completely igno-
rant about some 〈N, x〉, so heuristically M would have no option but to apply
brute force. If so, we can strengthen (*) from superpolynomial to exponen-
tial. We conjecture the following coBHP-Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis
(coBHP-SETH).

(coBHP-SETH) For any M accepting coBHP, there exists some
non-halting 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP about which M has absolutely no in-
formation, so that it applies brute force with f(t) = TM(N ′, x′, 1t) =
2Θ(t).

M deterministic coBHP

��

// 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

coHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

exponential

We conjecture that coBHP-SETH is stronger than the Strong Exponential
Time Hypothesis.[11] It specifies not only that the worst-case running time
is exponential, but that for any M accepting coBHP, there is a particular
input 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP that requires exponential time. Section 3.4 identi-
fies a statement even stronger than coBHP-SETH referring to average case
complexity.

By analogy with Theorem 2.3, we conjecture that any M accepting coBHP

“recognizes” a c.e. subset of coHP:
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Conjecture 2.5 Given any M accepting coBHP, the following subsets of
〈N, x〉 ∈ coHP are c.e.: 〈N, x〉 such that 〈N, x, 1t〉 is accepted for fixed c
within polynomial bound tc, the same within polynomial bound tc for all c,
and the same accepted with any subexponential bound.

We can only prove this conjecture in the trivial case of a constant bound.
As perspective, (*) and similar conjectures allow us to reason about the

set of all TMs accepting a language, which has been a key challenge for
complexity theory. While (*) is stronger than the thing we want to prove,
P 6= NP, the conjecture creates a partial order over all TMs, organizing
them so as to provide clarity regarding the behavior of the set of all TMs.

If true, (*) is a non-relativizing fact not only because it implies P 6= NP,
but transparently because if M is equipped with an oracle for exponential
time, there are no hard instances. A proof of (*) could thereby skirts the
constraint identified by Baker, Gill, and Solovay[4].

2.2 A Cookbook for Conjectures

We suspect that noncomputability must play a essential role in any proof of
(*) and any equivalent or similar statements:

Conjecture 2.6 Any proof of (*) relies upon the fact that coHP or some
other languages is not c.e.

This conjecture must hold or fail to hold for any statement equivalent to
(*), since a proof for any is a proof for all. We can look at each equivalent
statement to see whether a non-c.e. set is involved more directly.

We will repeatedly use the following cookbook for various computational
tasks to develop conjectures related to open problems (with the example
from Monroe[16] in parentheses): a conjecture (such as (*)) stronger than
the thing we want to prove (P 6= NP), a resource-bounded language that
represents or is related to our task (coBHP), a related non-c.e. set (coHP),
a diagonalization in the non-c.e. (〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP), a hard instance derived
from that diagonalization (〈N ′, x′, 1t〉), and an improved TM recognizing that
instance.

Complexity question

��

// Bounded hard instance

Non-c.e. language // Unbounded result of diagonalization

OO
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2.3 Some Examples

Given that (*) holds if and only if every (paddable) coNP-complete language
has easily recognized hard instances, we will apply this cookbook to two
coNP-complete languages,

2.3.1 Theorems Without Short Proofs

Let coBTHEOREMS = {〈φ, 1t〉|math statement φ has no proof of length at most
t in the Peano arithmetic (PA)} and coTHEOREMS = {〈φ〉| math statement φ
has no proof of any length in PA}. The cookbook yields:

Theorem 2.7 (*) holds if and only if for any M accepting coBTHEOREMS,
there is an unprovable statement in PA such that f(t) = TM(φ, 1t) is not
bounded by any polynomial. In that case, an improved M can immediately
accept inputs 〈φ, 1t〉, without regard to t and run M otherwise.

Proof: This is equivalent to a result of Chen and Flum that that coBHP

has the same complexity as coBTHEOREMS under fixed parameter reductions,
with 〈N, x〉 and φ as parameters respectively.

This theorem mirrors (*): we have replaced coHP with another co-c.e. lan-
guage coTHEOREMS and replaced nonhalting 〈N, x〉 ∈ coHP with an undecid-
able statement φ.

M deterministic coBTHEOREMS

��

// 〈φ, 1t〉 Hardness:

coTHEOREMS // 〈φ〉

OO

superpolynomial

2.3.2 Graphs Without Hamiltonian Circuits

Consider a trickier example: let coHAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT = {〈G〉| graph G
has no Hamiltonian circuit}. To apply our cookbook, fix a reduction from
coBHP to coHAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT which associates a family of graphs with
〈N, x, 1t〉. Label each family, so Gt

N,x is the family indexed by t that is
associated with 〈N, x, 1t〉.

Conjecture 2.8 (*) holds if and only if for any M accepting coHAMILTONIAN
CIRCUIT, there exists some non-halting 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP and family of graphs
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Gt
N ′,x′ with no Hamilton circuit such that the function f(t) = TM(Gt

N ′,x′) is
not bounded by any polynomial. In that case, an improved M can immediately
accept inputs 〈Gt

N ′,x′〉, and run M otherwise.

M det. coHAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT

��

// 〈Gt
N ′,x′〉 Hardness:

coBHP

��

// 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉

OO

superpolynomial

coHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

If this conjecture is correct, and invoking a non-c.e. language is the only
way to prove so, then any effort to understand the complexity of
coHAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT is doomed to fail without such a labeling.

3 Conjectures that Resolve Open Problems

If (*) explains in a fundamental way why P 6= NP, one would expect it to
also be useful in understanding other open problems. We therefore identify
variations on (*) that would resolve other open problems with some success,
raising the hope that this type of a reasoning could be a skeleton key that
opens many locks.

3.1 Polynomial Hierarchy (PH)

The following statement implies that PH does not collapse at the ith level by
modifying (*) to add an oracle for Πp

i and asserting the existence of a hard
instance one level higher:

Conjecture 3.1 For any MΠp
i that accepts Πp

i+1 = {〈NΠp
i , x, 1t〉| nonde-

terministic TM NΠp
i does not halt on input x in t steps}, there is some

non-halting 〈N ′Π
p
i , x′〉 ∈ Πi such that the running time of MΠp

i on the input
〈N ′Π

p
i , x′, 1t〉 is not bounded by any polynomial.

M deterministic Πp
i

// 〈N ′Π
p
i , x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

Πi
// 〈N ′Π

p
i , x′〉

OO

superpolynomial
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Because the above conjecture invokes the arithmetic hierarchy (AH) at
the ith level Πi for every i, it essentially says that the noncollapse of PH
stems from the noncollapse of AH.

The fact that the statement “coHP is not c.e.” holds under any oracle—
including coHP itself, as in the Turing jump operator[13]—is useful.

3.2 Extending the Cookbook for Separations

We can add the approach used above to our cookbook as a generic tool
for separating complexity classes. Let BC,BD be two complexity classes,
BC ⊂ BD. A generic conjecture that would separate these two classes would
be:

Conjecture 3.2 For any MBC that accepts a BD-complete problem with
associated hard instance φ for a non-c.e. language D related to BD, which
produces hard case 〈φ〉 such that 〈φ, 1t〉 meets some hardness condition.

M deterministic BD− complete problem //

��

〈φ, 1t〉 Hardness:

with oracle BC D // 〈φ〉

OO

As needed

3.3 NL 6= P

We state the conjecture below implying NL 6= P:

Conjecture 3.3 For any nondeterministic M deciding the P-complete lan-
guage coBDHP = {〈Mp, x, 1

t〉| deterministic Mp does not accept x within t
steps}, there exists some non-halting 〈M ′

p, x
′〉 ∈ coDHP such that the space

required by M f(t) = T S
M(M ′

p, x
′, 1t) is superlogarithmic in t.

M nondeterministic coBDHP // 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

deciding coDHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

superlogarithmic s
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This conjecture requires M to decide rather than accept, given that P =
coP implies both P and its complement have speedup or neither. Based on
this example, we add to the cookbook that when considering a complexity
class that equals its complement, M should be required to decide rather than
just accept, so the underlying noncomputable language should have two-sided
speedup in the sense of being neither c.e. nor co-c.e.

Note also that we have stated the hardness condition for M as requiring
superlogarithmic space. This case suggests another additions to the cook-
book: adjusting the hardness condition to match the complexity class we
hope to show is a strict subset of the other.

3.4 Average Case Complexity

In (*), a hard instance 〈N ′, x′〉 has been defined based on the worst case. The
following conjecture specifies that the hard instance is hard based on average
case complexity. For a given N , consider a distribution D over inputs x to N
as in the Bounded Halting Problem as employed by Bogdanov and Trevisan[6]
(page 25) and take their definition of Average Polynomial Running Time.

Conjecture 3.4 For any M accepting coBHP, there exists some N ′ such that
M does not have Average Polynomial Running Time on inputs 〈N ′, x〉 with
distribution D over x.

M deterministic coBHP

��

// 〈N ′, x, 1t〉, D Hardness:

coHP N ′

OO

not avg polynomial

The above definition, because it employs distribution D over inputs x,
does not refer to a particular nonhalting 〈N ′, x′〉. However, if 〈N ′, x〉 with
distribution D for x is hard on average, there must be some specific x′ that
are hard, and therefore 〈N ′, x′〉 is nonhalting.

3.5 One-Way Functions

This section attempts to apply the cookbook to develop conjectures implying
the existence of one-way functions. The cookbook requires a reference to a
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noncomputable language, so we focus on Levin’s universal one-way function
f .[15] His universal one-way function is conveniently defined by mashing up
computation over an enumeration of TMs, providing a foothold to apply
the cookbook. An input x with |x| = n is divided into n/log n bit strings
x1, . . . , xlog n. Let Mi be an enumeration of deterministic TMs with i as
index, and define M t(x) as the output of M on x if it halts within t steps
and a string of zeroes 0n otherwise. Let f apply Mi to each of the input
strings for n2 steps: Mn2

1 (x1), . . . ,Mn2

log n(xlog n). Let I be a TM that inverts
f , e.g., if f(x) = y, then I computes I(y) = x.

The cookbook suggests a conjecture of the following form:

Conjecture 3.5 For any I, there is a hard Mi for which I does not have not
have Average Polynomial Running Time for inverting Mi with distribution
D on inputs of length n.

The conjecture does not state that there a single Mi which is hard for
all I. The definition of M t

i on first glance seems contrary to the cookbook,
as nonhalting Mi output only zeroes. However, we can modify the definition
so that the Mi are clocked TMs and are modified to halt after n2 even if
they would otherwise run forever. This restores a role of nonhalting TMs.
Alternatively, we can observe that these were already included under the
original definition Mi, so the definition does not need to be modified.

The cookbook also requires that a diagonalization has taken place in a
noncomputable language, but this is not apparent. Note that f is calculated
by a particular Mif , since f appears in the enumeration of Mi’s using to
produce f . Since if arises from a construction over the set of all TMs, it has
referred to the noncomputable language HP.

Suppose there is an efficient inverter Ii for Mi. Define inverter I ′ to
apply Ii and otherwise run I, so I ′ outperforms I. In that case, there is
speedup among inverters–if the assumption is correct. This suggests con-
sidering whether there is speedup for candidates to be one-way functions.
The literature contains a large number of algorithms for integer factorization
or discrete logarithm, which could reflect speedup or could or could simply
reflect intense efforts to determine whether these functions are cryptograph-
ically secure.
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3.6 Boolean Circuit Complexity

Applying the cookbook Boolean circuits is challenging. The application is
not as crisp in these cases, but it does suggest interesting avenues to explore.

Consider Boolean circuits for coBHP or equivalently BHP. The cook-
book, because it hinges on diagonalization, requires a uniform computational
model. We can convert any M accepting coBHP into a family of circuits us-
ing a textbook approach, and label each family by M . We cannot rule out
that there is a more efficient circuit family for coBHP not created by such a
conversion. We can also convert some M ′ which is an enhancement to M
to a circuit family, and consider whether there is speedup among uniform
families of circuits (with nonuniform minimal circuits). Since M ′ outper-
forms M only on one hard instance, switching to a circuit model where one
circuit must handle all cases with n inputs may neutralize this enhancement.
Furthermore, the textbook conversion employs oblivous TMs with tape head
movements that depend only on the size of the input—which also neutralizes
the speedup, forcing the circuit family for M ′ to employ unnecessary tape
head movements on the hard instance for M .

These issues may also work in our favor though–if under coBHP-SETH
any M is completely ignorant of some hard instance and requires 2t steps—
forcing any conversion to yield a circuit family with 2t gates. So a hopeful
conjecture is:

Conjecture 3.6 If coBHP-SETH holds, Boolean circuits for coBHP require
exponential gates, because even nonuniform circuits cannot escape complete
ignorance for any M .

4 Conclusion

We have presented many variations to the cookbook: which depending on the
separation to be asserted can be calibrated by the choice of complete problem
for a complexity class; a related noncomputable language; equipping M with
an oracle or with nondeterminism or constraining its resources, and adjusting
what “hard” means for the hard instance. These choices require judgment
and are not arbitrary, and the wrong choices could lead to false statements.
There is a case to make the hardness condition just strong enough e.g. to
imply P 6= NP, as strong as possible to imply that NP-languages require
exponential time, or as weak as possible to facilitate proof as in (∗>c).
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There are a number of interesting questions to follow up on: if P 6= NP
and (*) does not, are there implausible implications such as a collapse of
NP? Does (coBHP-SETH) imply SETH?

The conjectures above taken as a group all have a similar structure, say-
ing that a TM M has limited information about some non-c.e. language.
This suggests that a proof technique that could resolve one conjecture, it
could resolve them all. This proof technique would then serve as a skeleton
key that would resolve all of the above conjectures at once. On this basis, we
suggest that high priority be given to determining how and to what extent
TMs’ information about non-c.e. languages is limited, including the conjec-
ture of complete ignorance, to clarify the exact quantitative impact of this
information constraint.
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